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Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><>RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><

CMO_Maza:
::in sickbay, looking over data with Telico::

OPS_Varel:
::at OPS running more simulations on his idea::

CNSTelico:
::in sickbay still looking at readings::

CTO_Spenc:
::at her station trying to run diagnostics::

FCO_Aaron:
::feeling happy::

CSO_Grant:
::at station going over options ::

tac_Nash:
::at tact station::

SCI_Kem:
:: at SCI 2::

CMO_Maza:
CNSR: how do you know what this substance is for?

CNSTelico:
::throws a glance at Maza::

CTO_Spenc:
Tac Nash: welcome aboard

tac_Nash:
cto:thanks

CMO_Maza:
::waiting for Telico's response::

CNSTelico:
Maza: I'm not at liberty to say.  And don't look into my files either.  You'll get a big dumb look from the computer.

CSO_Grant:
XO: I would like to try least dangerous option to escape

Cher:
hold on

SCI_Kem:
:: attempting, futily, to take sensor readings.

CMO_Maza:
::gives Telico a look...part suspicious...part surprised::

FCO_Aaron:
::having trouble controlling empathic ability::

CMO_Maza:
Telico: ok...I'll leave it at that

CNSTelico:
::returns to the monitor and changes a few parameters::

FCO_Aaron:
::hears everyone's thoughts::

XO_Ktarn:
::wonders where he went wrong::

CNSTelico:
Maza: Thank you.  I'd appreciate it.

OPS_Varel:
::watches the XO arrive on the bridge..  slightly tardy for the shift::

SCI_Kem:
:: knew we shouldn't go to warp ::

CTO_Spenc:
Tac Nash will you try and get some Sensor readings of the porimiter of the ship?

CMO_Maza:
Telico: but first, please elaborate on what you believe this substance is used for

CNSTelico:
Maza: and one more thing.

FCO_Aaron:
Ktarn:: Who..did you say something?

CMO_Maza:
Telico: yes?

SCI_Kem:
CSO:  What's our next move sir?

tac_Nash:
cto:aye sir

XO_Ktarn:
OPS: The computer is what is preventing us from forming a new warp bubble right?

SCI_Kem:
:: wishing he had paid more attention in Warp Dynamics class, wonders why he didn't ::

CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM: I want to try least dangerous of my options first

CNSTelico:
Maza: Before I get into that, I'll say this.  I'm just as curious to find out what is going on here.  Don't go running to the Captain 'till you het the OK from me.

CTO_Spenc:
::smiles at the Tac:: Don't worry the boys in ops have a fewe ideas on how to get us out of here

OPS_Varel:
XO:  Not JUST the computer sir..  every system on the ship thinks we are already in one..

CMO_Maza:
Telico: that's exactly what I had in mind

XO_Ktarn:
ops: anyway to reset those systems?

OPS_Varel:
XO:  Hence, it won't let us make a new one

CSO_Grant:
XO: we could try to modulate a subspace signal with either resonant freq of shadow

CNSTelico:
::nods appreciation to the good doctor::

FCO_Aaron:
XO::May I be relieved form duty I am having some problems::pionts to head::

CMO_Maza:
::investigate before jumping to conclusions is my motto::

XO_Ktarn:
FCO: Yes report to sickbay

SCI_Kem:
:: ahhh... remembers Lt. Maza was in the class ::

OPS_Varel:
XO:  A complete ship wide shutdown and reset might do it.. but that would take a long time to do, and might not fix the problem anyway..

SCI_Kem:
CSO:  Shall I begin reprogramming the deflector grid?

CSO_Grant:
XO: I want to try with 500 GHZ

FCO_Aaron:
::gets up and walks to the lift::

CNSTelico:
Maza: Anyway, this substance;;points::is classified.  There are only a few people in Starfleet that know about it.

CMO_Maza:
Telico: what is it used for?

XO_Ktarn:
Grant: very well. lets try your idea first.  You will be in charge of the opertaion

CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM: we need OK from XO first

SCI_Kem:
CSO:  Aye sir :: continues taking null readings ::

CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM: we also need cooperation from TAC

tac_Nash:
::runing scans and haveing truble geting the info::

FCO_Aaron:
*Cnlsr*I am coming so you might want to finish your ummm consiring before I get there.  We need to talk...PRIVATELY.

CTO_Spenc:
::walks over to ops:: Can I be of any asssistance?

CNSTelico:
Maza::thinks for a second::hears the comm from Spencer and is gratefull for the distraction::

CNSTelico:
*FCO*: Meet me in the observation lounge>

OPS_Varel:
CTO:  Not sure yet..  depends what Mr. Grant has in store for us..  ::smiles::

SCI_Kem:
:: sending spec's for Mr. Grant's plan to CTO ::

CMO_Maza:
::thinks that Telico is trying to avoid answering the question::

FCO_Aaron:
<comp>observation lounge

CSO_Grant:
OPS: I want to try option a: modulate a subspace signal with resonant freq thru deflector grid to try to open up normal space

FCO_Aaron:
::hears the whirs of the lift::

CNSTelico:
Maza: Trust me, doctor.

CNSTelico:
::pats her on the shoulder::

CTO_Spenc:
Ops Varel: alright May I stand by if needed? I have Tac or what is left of it under control

CMO_Maza:
::decides that she'll trust him on this one...::

XO_Ktarn:
::looks over at the engineer working on the rr room doors::

OPS_Varel:
CSO:  Sounds like a plan to me..  what would you like me to do?

OPS_Varel:
CTO:  Fine with me...

CSO_Grant:
CTO: I need some help from deflector grid to try option a

XO_Ktarn:
ops: Do you think you can get a message out?

CNSTelico:
::walks past the Doc and heads out of sickbay::

SCI_Kem:
OPS:  We'll need a bit more power.  Maybe we can take most of the weapons systems offline.

CSO_Grant:
OPS: I need some power to unusual areas for that opion

CTO_Spenc:
CSO: Alright. ::walks back to Tac::

FCO_Aaron:
::gets out of the lift and walks ti the door of the lounge and waits in the coorid.::

OPS_Varel:
CSO:  Which areas?  I have some free we can play with..  or, with the good XO's permisison, we can draw from Tactical

CMO_Maza:
::looks at the CNSR as he leaves::

CNSTelico:
::walks thru the cooridors and sees Spencer standing there::

CTO_Spenc:
Tac Nash: Let's se if we can get the deflector up and running

FCO_Aaron:
::smiles::

CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM : prepare to modulate subspace signal with 500 Ghz subcarrier

FCO_Aaron:
::whinces at sounds of people thinking::

XO_Ktarn:
::walks up to ops::ops: Can we send a message out?

tac_Nash:
cto:aye sir

CMO_Maza:
::knows that something is definitely going on::

SCI_Kem:
CSO:  Aye sir :: programmed in ::

CNSTelico:
FCO: I've changed my mind.  Lets use the holodeck.

FCO_Aaron:
::criges a smile again::

CSO_Grant:
OPS: Please moniter comm

FCO_Aaron:
CNS: sure I don't care

tac_Nash:
::trying to get deflecters online::

CSO_Grant:
OPS: for feedback

CSO_Grant:
::engages signal relay::

OPS_Varel:
CSO:  Monitoring now

CNSTelico:
::motions the FCO ahead::After you...

CMO_Maza:
::saves the assay data on the computer and sends a copy of the data to her desk::

CSO_Grant:
XO: we have engaged modified signal

FCO_Aaron:
::waits for Tel to move::

SCI_Kem:
:: begins modulation program ::

CTO_Spenc:
CSO; deflector seems operational it's all yours

OPS_Varel:
XO:  I don't think so...

FCO_Aaron:
CNS:: thats ok

CNSTelico:
FCO: No really, I insist...

CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM: look for anything on short range scanners

XO_Ktarn:
Ops: what about a message bouy>

XO_Ktarn:
CSO: very well.  How long till we know if it will work?

OPS_Varel:
XO:  It would have the same problem we do..  no way to get to normal space..

FCO_Aaron:
CNS:: If you want me to trust you ... you go

SCI_Kem:
CSO:  Detecting a mild subspace ripple.  Very small.

CNSTelico:
::notices a slight twinge on the FCO's face::

CSO_Grant:
::increases amplitude to subcarrier::

CTO_Spenc:
::overhears message bouy:: XO: Should work sir.

FCO_Aaron:
::trying to block all thoughts::

CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM:acknowledged

CO_Ber:
::sipping some tea whilst the crew finds a way to open my door::

CTO_Spenc:
XO: No I think we can get a message out if we try

OPS_Varel:
XO:  However, subspace isn't my speciality..  so I'm not positive..

CMO_Maza:
::goes to replicator and replicates a cup of coffee::

CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM : I am going to alter phase by PI/3

SCI_Kem:
CSO:  The ripple is holding steady.  No discernible gain.

FCO_Aaron:
::headache::

CNSTelico:
FCO: Look, right now, you have no reason not to trust me.  You need help here and I'm the only one who can provide it.  It is I who needs to be able to trust you.

CMO_Maza:
::picks up the cup and takes it to her office::

CSO_Grant:
OPS: do we have enough opening for emergency hail?

FCO_Aaron:
::Smiles/whinces::

XO_Ktarn:
*cmo*: Have you found out what is wrong with the FCO?

tac_Nash:
::gos to replacater and replacats a raktajinO::

OPS_Varel:
CSO:  Not yet..  but getting there...

CNSTelico:
::notices the wince::FCO: see what I mean?

FCO_Aaron:
FCO: lets walk together

CMO_Maza:
::thinks about how she'll answer the XO, considering what Telico just staid::

CTO_Spenc:
Tac Nash: at your station please.

SCI_Kem:
:: slight reprogram of the modulation patterns ::

XO_Ktarn:
Tac: working on getting the bouy ready for launch

CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM: I want to shift to next resonant freq , 680GHZ

tac_Nash:
cto:aye sir

CNSTelico:
FCO: very well.  Let's go.

SCI_Kem:
CSO: Aye sir, programmed.  Whenever you're ready.

FCO_Aaron:
::starts walking with the CNS::

CMO_Maza:
*XO* I've examined him...but I haven't been able to determine exactly what is causing his headaches

CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM: switch now!

CNSTelico:
::begins to walk and notices that Spencer is having trouble keeping himself together::

XO_Ktarn:
<pinkey>::still working on the rr doors::

SCI_Kem:
CSO:  Engaged.  :: notes slight growth again power flow increasing  ::

XO_Ktarn:
*CMO*: Keep me posted

FCO_Aaron:
::focusing using vulcan thought training::

CMO_Maza:
*XO* I will

CSO_Grant:
CTO:anything on Tac scanners?

FCO_Aaron:
::whinces::

XO_Ktarn:
grant: status?

OPS_Varel:
::monitoring comm and checking to see if he can punch a signal through yet::

CSO_Grant:
OPS: any gain now?

CNSTelico:
FCO: how long have you been using the drug?

CMO_Maza:
::sits at her desk and looks over the assay data::

CSO_Grant:
XO: we have slight transmission ability but still to low to send hailing discernable to other ships

OPS_Varel:
CSO:  More than last time..  but not quite enough for me to punch a signal through..

FCO_Aaron:
CNS: about a year...wonder if they know anything about long term affects those Ba**ds

XO_Ktarn:
<pinkey>::flips a switch and hears a load groan and then a ton of smoke::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: Pinkey opens the doors of the ready room ::::swoosh:::

CTO_Spenc:
::configureing bouy::

CTO_Spenc:
Xo: Bouy is ready when you are sir


CSO_Grant:
XO: I want to shift to option b

CNSTelico:
FCO: No proper research has ever been done.  I guess you could say you are the guinea pig.

SCl_Kem:
:: keeps getting dizzy at his post... wonders if it's all the telepaths in here ::

CMO_Maza:
::compares the data with the info gathered from FCO's exam::

CO_Ber:
::looks up at the ensign...::Thank you ensign.....


CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM: prepare to inject tachyons into subspace crack, get them from engineering

XO_Ktarn:
<pinkey>CO:your welcome

CTO_Spenc:
XO: sir?

FCO_Aaron:
CNS:: As long as I finish my mission I guess I don't care

CSO_Grant:
OPS: we are shifting to sending out tachyons

Nicke_AGM:
<Brain> *Pinkey* where are you? you're needed on deck 10..another lock in

CNSTelico:
::stops at the holodeck doors::

FCO_Aaron:
CNS:: Before I go on what is your desegnation?

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  Aye sir.  REady.

XO_Ktarn:
Grant: veryw ell

CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM: engage!

OPS_Varel:
CSO:  Understood..

XO_Ktarn:
CTO: launch the probe

CNSTelico:
FCO: After we talk, OK?

XO_Ktarn:
::see the captain enter the bridge::

SCl_Kem:
CSO: Engaged :: notes high stress on the ship ::

CNSTelico:
::punches in a few commands to the HD::

CTO_Spenc:
XO: exscuse me sir the buoy is ready. ::getting impatient::

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  Ripples increasing!  SIF at 105% normal.

CSO_Grant:
::also sees stress on ship sensor array::

XO_Ktarn:
<pinkey>*Brain*:Eee gad brain do i not even get a break?

FCO_Aaron:
CNS::No we won't talk if you don't have it cleared IA would have my head

OPS_Varel:
::watching for an opening once more::

CSO_Grant:
OPS: any gains now?

CO_Ber:
::walks onto the bridge: XO: st atus???

Nicke_AGM:
<Brain>::mutters:: *yeah you'll get a break alright if you don't move it

XO_Ktarn:
CTO: I told u to launch it

CTO_Spenc:
XO: sorry sir I didn't hear you

CTO_Spenc:
::launches bouy::

CTO_Spenc:
::he should speak up...yikes feel foolish::

XO_Ktarn:
CO: sir MR Grant is butting his plans in action.  the CTO is launching a bouy in attempts to get a message out

FCO_Aaron:
::being pounded with enotion::

CSO_Grant:
::moniters launch of bouy, hopes it does good not harm::

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  Maybe we can get a bouy to generate and strengthen our signal.

CNSTelico:
FCO::Sighs::All right.  Classification: alpha four.  designation:  Stingray.  Good enough for you?

XO_Ktarn:
<Pinkey>::mumbles something about trying to take over the Del hand heads for the tl::

CO_Ber:
XO: interesting..I've heard of space to subspace transmissions but subspace originated ?? hmm.

CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM : try to send signal with 680 GHZ thru buoy while I continue with tachyons

CMO_Maza:
::a beeping sound comes from her computer::

FCO_Aaron:
CNS: I guess

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the crew awaits the outcome of the buouy

XO_Ktarn:
::Shurgs::CO: Well I figure it was worth the shoot besides it keeps the crew busy

CSO_Grant:
::bites nails ::

XO_Ktarn:
grant: any luck yet?

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  Aye sir.  :: bouncing signal through bouy.

CNSTelico:
::enters HD which has been set to an old Earth baseball game::

CSO_Grant:
XO: we are monitoring buoy now

CMO_Maza:
::looks at her computer::

CTO_Spenc:
Tac: how are you doing? ]

CNSTelico:
FCO: Don't sweat it.  I've just been in longer than you have.

FCO_Aaron:
::enters sees Griffy::

SCl_Kem:
:: notes 10 fold increase in ripples ::

OPS_Varel:
::splits his creen b/t the bouy and the tachyson beam::

tac_Nash:
cto:on what

FCO_Aaron:
CNS:: tough

CNSTelico:
::sits down right above the home dugout::

XO_Ktarn:
CO: any orders sir?

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  It may be working :: noting power and structural levels :: OPS:  Can you give us anything more?

CNSTelico:
FCO: If I remember right the White Sox actually win this one...

FCO_Aaron:
ALL:Park it Jounior!

CSO_Grant:
OPS: see anything comm wise that is different from internal signals?

OPS_Varel:
::sends all remaining free power to science:  Kem:  That's all I've got free right now..

CTO_Spenc:
Tac What are you doing? How about running some diagnostis on the deflector dish. keep them short so we have it when we need it. Just make sure it stays online

FCO_Aaron:
CNS: yeah but I still route for Seattle

CO_Ber:
XO: status on getting us back to normal space was the original question

CMO_Maza:
::the computer notifies her that some of the crew are scheduled for physicals::

CNSTelico:
::shrugs::FCO: Ok, time for you to talk.  What is your mission here.

tac_Nash:
cto:thats what ive been doing

OPS_Varel:
CSO: Not per say..  I still can't punch a signal through..

OPS_Varel:
CSO:  What if we combined plans A & B?

CSO_Grant:
OPS: we are combining a and b now

XO_Ktarn:
CO: Sir Mr Grant, Mr Klem'et and ops are working on it as we speak.  they have had no luck yet

CMO_Maza:
::August Spencer is on the list of crew that need physicals::

CTO_Spenc:
Tac: alright ....

FCO_Aaron:
CNS: I forgot hang on ::tries to think::

CSO_Grant:
XO: we might have to go to plan c

XO_Ktarn:
grant: is that wise?

tac_Nash:
::running diagnostics on deflicter dish::

CO_Ber:
Grant: I read your report...which.....ah plan c......hmmm

FCO_Aaron:
::breathing knows....looses....gets it::

CNSTelico:
::Thinks, I doubt it; but decides to wait him out::

OPS_Varel:
::uh oh::

CSO_Grant:
XO: I will have to go to astrophysics and cook up the BISMUTH manually

SCl_Kem:
:: wandering about death outside of battle... how sickening ::

CO_Ber:
Grant: What was the success rate on the simulations?

CMO_Maza:
::Ensign Nash also needs a physical....procedure for new crewmembers::

FCO_Aaron:
CNS:: you sure you aren't storm?

CTO_Spenc:
::sees kem shudder::

CSO_Grant:
CO: ABOUT 50%

OPS_Varel:
CO:  If you try it, shall I go now to Engineering to handle it from that end?

CO_Ber:
Grant: well, while in my RR I ran some sims and...

CSO_Grant:
CO: I need a steady hand with the neutron beam

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  I don't think this is working :: still tracking ripples, but no gain ::

tac_Nash:
::thinks about how much i want a raktajino::

CNSTelico:
FCO: Just relax.  You are fighting the drug.  You have to work with it.  And no I'm not Storm.  Those yahoos were losers from the beginning.

CO_Ber:
Grant: It occured to me that antimatter got us into this....so maybe it can help us get out..

FCO_Aaron:
CNS:: you seem isolated form the crew...

FCO_Aaron:
CNS:: you have kids... or a wife?

CSO_Grant:
CO: we could try sending some antimatter thru small crack we now have

OPS_Varel:
CO:  It could work sir..  I'd say try it

CNSTelico:
FCO: Come on, Spencer, you know in this line of work, A wife and kids are liabilities.

FCO_Aaron:
CNS:: yanken the chain

SCl_Kem:
:: gets lost in thought ::

CSO_Grant:
OPS: we need help from folks in engineering

CNSTelico:
FCO: I'm still waiting for you to answer my question.

CO_Ber:
Grant: well, get the antimatter in the opening and blow a hole in subspace, maybe we will return to the right dimension

OPS_Varel:
CSO:  I'll go down and supervise them myself if the Captain doesn;t mind..

FCO_Aaron:
CNS:  I just accomplished my mission

CSO_Grant:
CO:yes sir

FCO_Aaron:
CNS:: the ship checks out

XO_Ktarn:
::wishs he had paid more attention to subsapce 101::

CO_Ber:
Varel: ack. go

OPS_Varel:
CO:  Aye sir.

CNSTelico:
::raises eyebrows::

FCO_Aaron:
CNS:: that is what I was sent hear to do

CSO_Grant:
*ENGINEERING* please prepare container of antimatter 3 grams

CMO_Maza:
::looks back on the Spencer exam results::

CTO_Spenc:
::monitoring bouy::

FCO_Aaron:
CNS: you were the last

OPS_Varel:
::quickly leaves his station in the capable hands of an Asst. on the way to Engineering::

CO_Ber:
FCO: if this works, do a stellar check to make sure we enter our galaxy and dimension. ok?

CNSTelico:
FCO: If you were looking for infiltrators, then you aren't authorized to posess that drug, are you.

CTO_Spenc:
XO: I am afraid we have had no response from the bouy. Would you like us to try another?

XO_Ktarn:
::Walks over to the tac station::CTO: No

FCO_Aaron:
CNS: It is suppose to enhance my telepathy

OPS_Varel:
::enters Main Engineering::

CSO_Grant:
sci_KEM: prepare a program to shoot antimatter from plasma vent by magnetic flow

CTO_Spenc:
::looks at Ktarn:: Very well sir. It was worth a try

SCl_Kem:
:: wakes up :: CSO:  Aye sir :: programming the necessary changes ::

CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM: with trajectory aimed at the crack

OPS_Varel:
Eng:  Ok, Ensigns Youdoit, Youdidit, Youneedtodoit, and George, get out the scrubbing gear..  ::smiles evilly::

XO_Ktarn:
::heads back to his chair which is still configured for FCO::

FCO_Aaron:
CNS: I have been using it since the intel on Chalendra 5

CTO_Spenc:
XO: I feel helpless do you have any more ideas tac & I could be trying

CSO_Grant:
::monitors preparation in engineering::

CNSTelico:
FCO: Yeah, and sugar is supposed to rot your teeth.  I suggest you cut back on the dosage right away.  It is obvious that you lack certain training to handle it.

OPS_Varel:
Eng:  You 4 get the distinct honor of scrubbing plama vent c12 completely clean..  absolutely no remaining traces of H or He..  Now move!

SCl_Kem:
CSO: Ready.  But we'll need to back off some power for this.

CMO_Maza:
::the XO needs a report on FCO's medical status...I need to find an answer::

XO_Ktarn:
CTO: have sec make sure all decks are prephared for a rockey ride home

CNSTelico:
::thinks Chalendra?::

CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM: lower the tachyon beam by 40%

tac_Nash:
cto:what do you meen good ideas

CTO_Spenc:
XO:yes sir.

SCl_Kem:
:: lowers beam ::

FCO_Aaron:
CNS: It is also obvious they don't use it very often::whinces:: I bet there are whithdrawl sympts

OPS_Varel:
*CSO*  I'v having plasma vent c12 scrubbed clean for use

CSO_Grant:
OPS: we are trying CO Plan first

CNSTelico:
::stands and screams as Frank Thomas smacks a homer out of the park::

XO_Ktarn:
CTO: have Nash handle that.  I want you to take over helm.  I believe you are do for a refresher course anyways

CTO_Spenc:
Security: Lets get all unassigned personel in there quarters. It's time to battten down the hatches

FCO_Aaron:
ALL: Dam*

CSO_Grant:
*OPS* acknowledged , is the CO's antimatter ready?

tac_Nash:
cto:have me handel what?

CNSTelico:
FCO: That's why I'm telling you to cut back.  I can whip something up for you in sickbay to help.

CTO_Spenc:
XO: yes sir. Tac: take over

FCO_Aaron:
CNS:: It realy doesn't matter to starfleet does it?

CMO_Maza:
::tries to formulate a way to find out::

XO_Ktarn:
Nash: make sure the ships is secured for a rough ride and take over tactical station

CTO_Spenc:
::walks to the helm:: ::sits down::

OPS_Varel:
::checks with Ens. Didit::

FCO_Aaron:
CNS:  I'll probably be transfered since i am done here

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  Science is ready.

tac_Nash:
xo:aye sir

OPS_Varel:
*CSO*  Affirmative..  antimatter is ready

CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM: good

SCl_Kem:
:: having trouble concentrating ::

CNSTelico:
FCO: Yes, it does.  And you know with my ranking, I am duty bound to report this.

tac_Nash:
::takes over tact::

XO_Ktarn:
*CMO*: Any information on the FCO postion?

CTO_Spenc:
::takes in the controls it has been a long time but has wanted to do this forever, ::the big ship::

CO_Ber:
*Varel* satatus?

FCO_Aaron:
CNS: I think they already know

CSO_Grant:
*OPS*: put in in the vent now please

CMO_Maza:
*XO* I'm analyzing the data right now...I'll keep you posted

CNSTelico:
::pulls Spencer out of his seat::Lets get back to sickbay.

OPS_Varel:
*CO*  Almost ready down here sir..  putting the antimatter in the vent now..

CMO_Maza:
::looks at the IR spectrum of the substance::

CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM: start the magnetic flow

FCO_Aaron:
::gets up and stumbles::

CNSTelico:
Computer:  End program.

XO_Ktarn:
*CMO*: Send me what you all ready have

CO_Ber:
*Varel* Is the plasma vents routed through the defector dish?

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  Field active and holding.  Ready for release.

FCO_Aaron:
CNS:  I haven't had any for 2 weeks now

CMO_Maza:
*XO* aye sir

CTO_Spenc:
::gets ready, reviews all instruments on counsel::

OPS_Varel:
*CO*  Aye..  I did that before I left OPS..

FCO_Aaron:
CNS: It hurts

CNSTelico:
::pulls out a hypo and injects Spencer with a sedative::

CMO_Maza:
::hmmm......::

CNSTelico:
FCO: you are better off this way.

CSO_Grant:
*OPS* is the antimatter in position?

XO_Ktarn:
::Waits for the info from the CMO::

FCO_Aaron:
::falls slowly::

CO_Ber:
*Varel* ok let me know when your ready. We will have to test stellar cartography before entering the "hole".

CMO_Maza:
::sends a copy of the blood sample assay to the XO's console::

CNSTelico:
::picks Spencer up and throws him over his shoulder::

CNSTelico:
::leaves the HD and heads for SB::

OPS_Varel:
::yells at Ensign Sleepy to get to work::

XO_Ktarn:
::begins gettin the data::

CMO_Maza:
::the computer can synthesize this compound::

FCO_Aaron:
::hearing thoughts of all the crew::

OPS_Varel:
*CO/CSO*  Ok, we're ready down here sir, providing a few Ensign's who will remain nameless stay awake...

CSO_Grant:
CO: we are ready to try it sir

CNSTelico:
*Doc*: Doctor, I'm on my way there with Spencer in tow.  Please prepare 10cc's of dioxilatab.

CO_Ber:
::looks at Grant:: Viewer on.....do it

CSO_Grant:
:: engages at his station::

FCO_Aaron:
~~hi captian nice to meet you::pulls aout copy of how to fly a starship:: 1/2 impulse we are clearing the station~~~~

CO_Ber:
<FCO>:CO: ready

CMO_Maza:
*CNS* acknowledged

CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM: engage your program

SCl_Kem:
:: monitors magnetic field, makes slight adjustments ::

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  Engaged.

CMO_Maza:
::saves the data and heads out of her office::

CO_Ber:
~~~Aaron: not now.lets go home first~~~

CSO_Grant:
*OPS* WE have engaged

OPS_Varel:
::comandeers a central engineering station and sets it up monitor everythihng::

CMO_Maza:
::prepares 10 mL of dioxilatab

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the program is engaged with trepidation.........

CNSTelico:
::hopes the neural block in the sedative was strong enough::

CTO_Spenc:
CO: ready sir

OPS_Varel:
*CO*  Ack..  I'm monitoring everything from down here..

CSO_Grant:
::monitors antimatter 3 grams on its way to the crack ::

tac_Nash:
::yones::

CO_Ber (Sound - Deflector\@Dish\@FIRE!.wav):

CTO_Spenc:
::hears tac and gives him a stern look::

CSO_Grant:
::if this works no plan c::

FCO_Aaron:
~~~~lets play some Jazz~~~~~~

CO_Ber:
CTO: readings??

tac_Nash:
::sits up strait::

OPS_Varel:
::monitoring everything::

CNSTelico:
::begins to jog back to sickbay::

CSO_Grant:
:: sensors read antimatter past the probe::

CMO_Maza:
*CNS* what is Spencer's status?

CO_Ber:
:awaits the FCO's report::

CNSTelico:
::arrives in sickbay and places Spencer on a biobed::

FCO_Aaron:
~~~~~~Mom that;s embarasing stoppit~~~~~~~

OPS_Varel:
*CO*  So far so good from down here sir

CMO_Maza:
::goes to Spencer::

CTO_Spenc:
CO All ready sir

CMO_Maza:
::administers the hypospray::

CNSTelico:
Maza: see for yourself::points::

CO_Ber:
CTO: do you have any readings??

FCO_Aaron:
ALL:hehe fools ::smiles::

FCO_Aaron:
~~~~Vulcans can hold their Romulan Ale~~~~

CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM: increase the 680 GHZ signal to probe by 15%

CTO_Spenc:
CO Readings sir... one sec

CNSTelico:
Maza: the drug he has taken is an expirimental neural enhancer.

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  Aye sir.  :: increasing ::

CMO_Maza:
CNS: why wasn't I informed of this?

CTO_Spenc:
CO I read normal space sir

CMO_Maza:
::angry....but scans to see if FCO is alright::

CNSTelico:
He has been taking unusually high doses and his natural telepathic abilities are getting the best of him.

CO_Ber:
CTO: our space?

CTO_Spenc:
CO : yes sir ours

OPS_Varel:
*CO*  Still nominal down here sir..

FCO_Aaron:
ALL: It better be part of the subspace thingy or your all in trouble ::laughs:: ALL: hehe

CO_Ber:
CTO:1/2  impulse  ENGAGE

CNSTelico:
::ignores the doctors outburst::

XO_Ktarn:
::finishs reading the data and notes there a trace of a drug that star fleet int uses.  Makes a note to talk his contacts in SFI::

CMO_Maza:
CNS: what are the side effects of this drug

CTO_Spenc:
::engagin 1/4 impulse::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the Delphyne moves in toward the rift and normal space...

FCO_Aaron:
::laughs again::ALL: like they know ::laughing::

CSO_Grant:
CTO: can you try to send a hail thru to normal space now?

CNSTelico:
Maza: that is unknown in the dosages he has taken.  See, he's now addicted to it.

SCl_Kem:
:: starts scanning ::

CTO_Spenc:
::re trys and gets one half impulse::

CO_Ber:
*Varel* keep it up. it looks good !

CTO_Spenc:
CO: Yes sir. When your ready

XO_Ktarn:
::Looks at the pretty colors on the view screen::

CNSTelico:
Maza: the hypo you just administered should help to ease him off of it with regualr treatments.

OPS_Varel:
::to busy making minor corrections on the fly to respond to the CO::

SCl_Kem:
:: distracted again ::

FCO_Aaron:
Maza: did I tell you how beutiful you were?

CMO_Maza:
::wonders how the CNS knows this::

CSO_Grant:
::reads some signs of normal space from long range scanners::

CMO_Maza:
::looks at FCO, surprised::

CO_Ber:
CTO: eta to rift?

CNSTelico:
Maza: he should get another shot in about five minutes.

FCO_Aaron:
CMO: we should go out sometime....

CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM : maintain 680 GHz signal , disengage tachyon beam

CTO_Spenc:
CO: About 2 minutes sir

CMO_Maza:
::humors FCO::

SCl_Kem:
CSO: Beam disengaged.  Rift holding.

CO_Ber:
CTO: bring her up to 3/4 impulse. lets get the heck outta here

CMO_Maza:
::he's not my type::

OPS_Varel:
::hears a klaxon go off, and then someone tells him they are about to enter a rift::

CNSTelico:
Maza: after that he will need one every hour until he is completelt free of the drug  in his system.  These treatments need to be forced if necessary.

CSO_Grant:
aci_KEM: acknowleged

CTO_Spenc:
::brings the Delphyne to 3/4 impulse::

FCO_Aaron:
Maza: don't think just do

CMO_Maza:
CNSR: the XO should be informed of this

OPS_Varel:
Eng:  Yes I know we are about to enter a rift..  it's the purpose of all this..  and turn that annoying alarm off!!

FCO_Aaron:
::smiles and falls asleep::

XO_Ktarn:
::f

FCO_Aaron:
::mutters as falling asleep:: ALL: no

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: as the Delphyne moves toward the rift and into normal space.....communications open and a priority one message to Captain Ber is waiting....

XO_Ktarn:
::wants to talk to the CMO about what he saw in the data but those not want to discuse it over the com system::

CNSTelico:
I intend to have a small meeting with the Captain and K'Tarn.  I'd like you to be present as well.

OPS_Varel:
<OPS> CO:  Sir, incoming priority one for you...

CTO_Spenc:
CO: incoming message sir

CMO_Maza:
CNSR: I intend to

CSO_Grant:
*OPS*: we are thru !

OPS_Varel:
*CSO*  Nice work Mr. Grant..

CO_Ber:
::sitting in chair..sipping tea......:: Put it down here please

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the Delphyne enters normal space........sighs of relief are heard 

CSO_Grant:
CO: we are getting regular signals from scanners now sir

FCO_Aaron:
~~~~~~that CTO is pretty good looking~~~~~

OPS_Varel:
::turns to LtJg. Givins::  Givins:  You have engineering now, I'm goign back to the bridge..

XO_Ktarn:
::Lets out the breath he was holding::

OPS_Varel:
::exits ME and heads for OPS::

CO_Ber:
FCO: whats our position?? how far from that anomoly that put us here?

CSO_Grant:
::starts long range scans for position and signs of missing ships::

CNSTelico:
CMO: In the mean time, I need to file a report.  Ah, you might want to strap him down.  Relapses are a real eyesore.

CMO_Maza:
::gives FCO a second dose of the "anti-drug"::

CTO_Spenc:
CO: yes sir ::

CTO_Spenc:
::likes the helm could get used to this::

CMO_Maza:
::calls one of her med staff over to put FCO in restraints::

tac_Nash:
::yones and is half asleep::

FCO_Aaron:
::opens eyes starts convolting::

OPS_Varel:
::arrives on the bridge and assumes his normal station at OPS::

CNSTelico:
Maza: any questions, just let me know.::turns and leaves sickbay::

CSO_Grant:
CTO: My scans show we are almost 1.5 light years away from previous position by star position

CO_Ber:
OPS: well done!

CMO_Maza:
::angry that Telico is leaving FCO in this condition::

CTO_Spenc:
Tac: lets do full scans before our shift is up

SCl_Kem:
:: returning SCI2 to normal operating status ::

OPS_Varel:
CO:  Thank you sir..  Engineering & Tactical always were my strong suits...

CO_Ber:
CTO: stay at helm. let TAC handle that.

tac_Nash:
cto:aye sir

XO_Ktarn:
Tac: any other vessel in the area?

FCO_Aaron:
ALL: MOM!

CMO_Maza:
::administers a hypospray to stabilize FCO and stop convulstions::

tac_Nash:
xo:no sir

FCO_Aaron:
::goes back asleep::

CTO_Spenc:
CO Yes sir I was letting him know what I neede done.

CNSTelico:
::heads back to his office to file the report, thinking: jeez, some of the things we come up with just to spy on people...::

CMO_Maza:
*XO* I need a word with you when you are not busy

CO_Ber:
CTO at helm: bring us around and back to SB191......I've been relieved of command . ::straight faced::

CSO_Grant:
::still scanning for missing ships and for any other unusual signals::

XO_Ktarn:
::gets up and walks over to nash and whispers::Nash: I want you to assign a security team to MR Spencer

CTO_Spenc:
::what!:: CO:yes sir

SCl_Kem:
:: frowns... wondering ::

OPS_Varel:
::almost falls out of his chair::  CO:  Relieved sir?

XO_Ktarn:
::turns around::CO:relieved? how come?

CTO_Spenc:
::listens to the buzz around her::

CO_Ber:
ALL: I've been promoted to Commadore......starfleet academy........

FCO_Aaron:
~~~~~`must transfer!~~~~~~~

OPS_Varel:
CO:  ::sighs in relief::  Congratulations sir..

CTO_Spenc:
CO Congratulations sir!

XO_Ktarn:
CO: Congratulation sir.  I feel sorry for the cadets

CO_Ber:
::sips some more tea: .......

CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM:good job, if you haven't already disengage the 680 GHz signal

SCl_Kem:
CO:  Congratulations.

CMO_Maza:
::wonders why the XO has not answered....listens to the comm system::

tac_Nash:
xo:aye sir ::asigns a security team to cto

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  Already done sir.  Permission to leave the bridge?

CSO_Grant:
CO: congratulations, I am sure the cadets are in for a serious training

XO_Ktarn:
*CMO*: I will be with you shortly

tac_Nash:
er

CO_Ber:
CTO at helm: 231 mark 32 starbase 191 warp 5.5.........engage

CMO_Maza:
::hears grant congratulate the CO...wonders what he means::

CTO_Spenc:
::marked and engaged:: Yes sir.

XO_Ktarn:
::wonders who there new captain will be::

CSO_Grant:
sci_KEm : you can leave but check on geology lab before your next shift

CO_Ber:
::ponders revealing rest of message::

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  Aye sir.  :: enters TL ::

tac_Nash:
::wonders who the new captain will be::

OPS_Varel (Sound - Warp.wav):

Nicke_AGM:
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